Dear Colleague,

In consideration of requests from prospective speakers in the last few days the Organizing Committee of the EUGEO 2015 Congress decided to extend the deadline for abstract submission to 15 March 2015. Abstracts submitted to your session so far are listed below. We would appreciate it if you could kindly distribute this information among your colleagues.

The Organizing Committee, EUGEO 2015 Congress

Your proposed session(s):

**P51  The role of place names in geographical education**

1. **Zane Cekula**  Problems attached to the place names selection and standardization in preparing the thematic map of Latgale

2. **Ivana Criljenko**  Toponyms in Croatian geographical education

3. **Federica Frondizi**  Place-names and forest vegetation in Tuscany (Italy).

4. **Botoly Helleland**  Street names and other names as part of the linguistic landscape:

5. **Wenchuan Huang**  Politics of Street-naming in a planned City of Taiwan: Taichung

6. **János György Jeney**  The Role of Toponyms in Teaching Exonyms used in Describing Historical Events

7. **Peter Jordan**  The Importance of Using Exonyms. On the use of exonyms in school atlases and other educational media

8. **Peter Kang**  Auspiciousness as Banality: the (re)naming of railway, metro stations and urban streets in post-Cold War Taipei

9. **Cosimo Palagiano**  The geographical names in the primary and secondary schools

10. **Joan Tort Donada**  Urban toponymy as a tool for geographical education. Barcelona as a case study